Session 6 Review: Photoshop Review

Label the parts of the Photoshop window.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>document window</th>
<th>panels</th>
<th>options bar</th>
<th>application bar</th>
<th>tools panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

Match the term to its definition.

6. drop shadow  a. An Adjustment command that overlays a color on top of the image.
7. layer style  b. A dotted box to show a selected area.
8. photo filter  c. A filter effect used to soften an image.
9. desaturate  d. A see-through sheet that contains objects in a document.
10. blur  e. An Adjustment command that turns a picture into grayscale.
11. layer  f. Trim the edges of a picture.
12. marquee  g. Redness in the eye caused by the flash of a camera.
13. red eye  h. A style applied to all objects on a layer.
14. crop  i. A layer style that gives an image depth by applying a shadow behind the outer edge of an object.
Match the tool to its function.

15. [ ] ![Tool Image]
   a. add horizontal text

16. [ ] ![Tool Image]
   b. correct red eye

17. [ ] ![Tool Image]
   c. draw a custom shape

18. [ ] ![Tool Image]
   d. adjust the magnification

19. [ ] ![Tool Image]
   e. trim the edges of an image

20. [ ] ![Tool Image]
   f. remove blemishes by painting over the problem area

21. [ ] ![Tool Image]
   g. select an area that has similar colors

22. [ ] ![Tool Image]
   h. switch from free transform to warp mode

23. [ ] ![Tool Image]
   i. select a rectangular area

24. [ ] ![Tool Image]
   j. apply edits made to an object

Identify the correct tool or keyboard shortcut. What should you do?

25. You want to add text to a path.
   a. ![Tool Image]  b. ![Tool Image]  c. ![Tool Image]

26. You want to add a new layer.
   a. ![Tool Image]  b. ![Tool Image]  c. ![Tool Image]

27. You want to undo a mistake.
   a. CTRL + Z  b. CTRL + T  c. CTRL + U

28. You want to transform an object.
   a. CTRL + Z  b. ALT + T  c. CTRL + T

29. You want to paint.
   a. ![Tool Image]  b. ![Tool Image]  c. ![Tool Image]

30. You want to set the color.
   a. ![Tool Image]  b. ![Tool Image]  c. ![Tool Image]